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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
All planned section events, up to and including the 

club night on May 27th will NOT take place. You will 

find information on section events from late May 

onwards – approximately 5 weeks away. There is 

absolutely no guarantee that these events will take 

place, so the dates are for planning purposes only. 

We will continue to update the calendar, based 

firmly on government guidelines at the time. You 

can be assured that the health and welfare of 

section members will be our only priority. 
This statement will be continually updated to reflect the 

ever changing situation. 

 

FUTURE EVENTS 
We continue to take an optimistic view of the 

lessening of the current restrictions, but please be 

aware that some or all of these events may be 

cancelled, or modified in their detail. 

 

Tuesday June 2nd – The New Strand, Church Rd 

Eardisley HR3 6PW 10:00 a.m. - Breakfast meet. 

The first event of it’s kind that we have organised. 

Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your 

bike and meet fellow enthusiasts. You choose your 

own route there and back. Nothing to stop you 

inviting others to join you.  

 

Thursday June 11th Brightwells cafe, Easters Mart 

Leominster, HR6 0DE 10:00 for 10:30 – Across the roof 

of Wales. 

A full day’s ride on some of the best roads that Mid-

Wales has to offer, skirting the Elan valley Dams and 

then following the superb Nant-y-Moch reservoir 

road.  On to Machynlleth for lunch and then back 

to Leominster via Staylittle, Llyn Clywedog, 165 miles 

in all – our longest of the year. Alternative meeting 

point at Crossgate Services - Llandrindod Wells LD1 

6RE Llanidloes, Llanbister and Presteigne. 

 

Sunday June 14th - Market Square, Bromyard, HR7 

4BP 09:30 for 10:00 – Bob Bufton run. 

Social run in memory of Bob Bufton, founder 

member of the Worcestershire section and long 

serving section secretary. We are the invited guests 

of the Worcestershire section. 

 

Thursday June 18th - The Moon Mordiford - HR1 4LW 

– 7:00 p.m. – Club night with optional Navigational 

challenge. 

Club night plus an optional fiendish navigation 

challenge designed to take you down narrow lanes, 

to places you've never heard of! 

 

Sunday June 28th – Herefordshire on the Edge, 

starting 09:00 from the Traveller’s Rest, Ross-on-Wye, 

or The Lion at Leintwardine. 

Subject to Government advice at the time, this event 

will still go ahead.  

If cancellation proves necessary, anyone who has 

already paid to enter will receive a full refund or can 

elect to have their entry carried forward to 2021. A 

FIRM DECISION WILL BE MADE BY May 6th AT THE 

LATEST. 

 

Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (better known as the 

open air cafe) British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, 

WR13 6DW – 09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet. 

Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your 

bike and join up with fellow enthusiasts. You choose 

your own route there and back. 

 

Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes 

– Mallory Park. 

STILL SCHEDULED TO GO AHEAD AT THE MOMENT BUT 

UNDER CONTINUOUS REVIEW. 

Entry forms for the 2020 VMCC Festival of 1000 bikes 

can be downloaded from the VMCC website.  

 

Tuesday July 14th Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in 

Bronllys, Brecon, Powys, LD3 0LH  - 11:00 

Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you like), 

no organised ride, plan your own route. 

https://www.honeycafe.co.uk/ 

 

Sunday August 16th – The British Motor Museum, 

Gaydon CV35 0BJ - Banbury Run 2020 – Date 

changed from Sunday May 31st  

Entries are now open and forms can be found on 

the VMCC website. Entries are on a strict “first come 

– first served” basis, so don’t delay. 

https://www.honeycafe.co.uk/


UNDER £1000 
Our series which finds useable bikes, ready to run, with 

MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and VMCC 

eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995).  

Two great little Japanese commuter bikes this time. 

Listed on eBay, this 1975 Honda CB 200 twin, is a bit 

rough round the edges and has a “mid-life” 31,600 

miles on the clock, but it will make a trusy reliable 

workhorse. Weighing in at a little over 310lbs, its 5 

speed OHC motor puts out 17 HP enough to take it 

well over the national speed limit. A low seat height, 

an electric start with a kick start back-up can make 

life very easy. And what would it have cost? It sold 

on April 23rd for just £820. 

I have had the pleasure of riding alongside John 

Munday on his Kawasaki Z200 for thousands of miles 

in Northern Spain, the Scottish Highlands and locally 

in Herefordshire and Mid-Wales. This little gem of a 

bike is light and sharp with good handling and 

adequate brakes. I have grown to respect and 

admire these modest little Kawasaki singles. Like the 

Honda, they boast an electric start with a kick start 

back-up, have a low seat height, feature a 5 

speeed box  and  generate an identical 17HP. They 

are some 30lbs lighter then the CB200 and feature a 

disc brake. This 1980 bike, with current MOT and 

25,000 on the clock is advertised on Gumtree at an 

ambitious £995 and could be less with some 

negotiation. If you’re serious about buying one, opt 

for a “points model” as replacement CDIs are 

hideouly expensive and check for rusted out 

silencers and rattly camshafts. Otherwise, what you 

see is what you get. If you want to know more about 

Z200s, read our feature in issue 33 (March 2019). 

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices and are correct at 

the time of writing, We have not verified any of the details vendors 

have used in their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility. 

 

NORTON UPDATE 
Norton Motorcycles, would appear to have been 

bought from the receivers by India’s TVS Motor for 

approximately £16,000,000. TVS, Indias third largest 

motor-cycle manufacturer is expected to invest tens 

of millions into Norton in an effort to revive the glory 

days. It is unclear whether TVS have inherited the 

pension fund burden in the deal. 

 
TVS joint managing director Sudarshan Venu 

outlined their strategy for Norton in this statement. 

"Norton will continue to retain its distinctive identity 

with dedicated and specific business plans. TVS 

Motor will work closely with customers and 

employees in building the success and pre-

eminence of the Norton Motorcycles brand and we 

look forward to growing together globally in the 

years to come." 

John Russell has been appointed interim chief 

executive and his first job is to restart production at 

its Donington Park site  to fulfil customer orders for 

bikes that were never delivered before the 

company’s collapse.  

Russell, an industry professional, has an ideal 

background for the role. He was Managing Director 

of Harley Davidson Europe for 9 years and CEO of 

Manganese Bronze (maker of the London Taxi) for 7 

years. He also has experience of marketing UK 

premium brands in India. 

Within six months, Norton aims to move to a new, 

larger factory close to the current site. The new 

facility will have capacity to build 2,000 bikes a year, 

with the new owners planning to open an additional 

factory outside the UK in the future. 

TVS already has a strong alliance with BMW, making 

their mid size G310R model for domestic and 

international markets. TVS makes almost 4,000,000 

bikes, scooters and 3 wheelers a year – yes that 

really is 4 million. Its most powerful model is the 310cc 

Apache (pictured above). 



If TVS follow similar policies to Indian Jaguar, 

Landrover owner, TATA motors, Norton has a great 

future. TATA seemed to understand the prestige and 

power of these 2 famous UK brands and has 

invested heavily, dragging them back onto the 

world stage.  

 

WERE YOU THERE? 
A great poster from the early 1980’s. Must have 

been excellent publicity for the VMCC. Does 

anyone remember visiting the event at Dudley Zoo 

or exhibiting there? We would love to see any 

pictures you might have taken. 

 
 

YOUR RESTORATIONS 
AJS VAN 

There’s brave, there’s ambitious, there’s foolish and 

then there’s this! Flat Tank Inn landlord, David Spruce 

(see issue 47-1 & 47-2) has acquired this A J Stevens 

van which he swears that he will finish one day. 

 
 

Some of you may have seen it at a recent Cleobury 

show on its hospital bed! David has re-built the 

engine, had a new chassis made, re-built the girder 

forks and the front wheel but says “Time is always 

against me”. We look forward to an update and 

proof that “Miracles can happen”. 

 
 

(EVEN) MORE ON ARIEL 
Sorry to keep banging on about this, but I find the 

1960s a frustrating and bitterly disappointing period 

for the UK motorcycle industry in general and Ariel in 

particular. 

The Ariel Leader was initially a sales  success, despite 

its half man/half biscuit design. It clearly repelled the 

scooter fans, because it wasn’t one and didn’t 

appeal to ‘dyed-in-the-wool’ motor cyclist because 

it might, just possibly, be some kind of scooter in 

disguise, and of course that would never do. 

Additionally, in the great British Industry tradition of 

‘Every rider a development rider’, it was released 

with serious flaws both in the design and in the 

manufacturing process. This interesting extract from 

Roger Barlow’s excellent piece in (The Ariel Owners 

Club magazine) ‘Cheval de Fer’ – April 2020 

perhaps captures something of the indusry’s 

attitudes in those dark and unenlightened days.  

HALF A RUBBER 

“Jan ‘57” – I was all set to take the motor cycle world 

by storm. I was starting as a designer draughtsman 

at Ariel of Selly Oak in Birmingham. Two of us started 

on the same day. After our introduction we were 



given two pencils each, one hard for drawing and 

one soft for printing. A single rubber was produced 

and cut in half. One half for each of us, for, as it was 

explained to us. “You may decide not to stop here 

very long.” He did stay a little longer and became 

involved in model development. On the Ariel 

Leader he offers this interesting insight…..”As usual 

though, the first customers would be the first 

testers”………”When the Leader went on general 

sale, we began to have a steady trickle of molten 

big ends and seized pistons”……….”Several tiny 

modifications to the Alpha big end largely cured 

this, but the pistons were a tougher nut to 

crack”……”Eventually it was found that the pistons 

could “grow” by 0.001of an inch during the period 

of running-in”……….”Small alterations to the piston 

limits eventually saw the problem disappear.”  

 

UNPRECEDENTED PACE OF DEVELOPMENT 
 

 
Whilst Ariel were resolving warranty problems with 

the Leader and preparing to launch the new Arrow, 

Yamaha were developing their 250 models at an 

unprecedented pace. If you look at the data 

above, you can see that the Arrow started in a 

similar place to the Yamaha YDS1 in 1959 (below), 

with gaps that could have been bridged with a 

modestly resourced development programme.  

In the 4 short years to 1963, the Arrow was no more, 

but Yamaha had developed a new model – the 

handsome YDS3 – which had sprouted a second 

carb, added a 5th gear, an 8” twin leading shoe 

front brake, an automatic 2-stroke metering system 

(Autolube) and gained 50% more power than the 

Arrow. 

By 1965, Suzuki upped the stakes again with their 

“game-changing” 6 speed T20. 

Yamaha had begun to race their production based 

250 twins in international events and developed a 

rotary vale 2 stroke twin racer – the RD56. In 1963, 

they finished 2nd & 4th in the 250cc TT with Japanese 

riders Fumio Ito and Hiroshi Hasegawa on board. 

 
Ito’s result marked a new dawn for 2-strokes, 

notching up a first 2-stroke TT podium since WWII and 

the first ever TT podium for a Japanese rider. 

Yamaha ended that year with a 1st & 2nd at the 

Belgian GP.  

By 1964  Phil Read had taken the world 250cc title – 

Yamaha’s first and in 1965, he won the 250cc TT and 

took the second of his 4 Yamaha mounted 250cc 

world titles. The publicity value of all this? 

Incalculable! What of Ariel and 2-stroke 

development back home in 1965? Some 

underwhelming Villiers 2T and 4T powered machines 

had been launched by Greeves, Francis Barnett, 

James and Royal Enfield, Peter Inchley failed to 

finish the TT on his fast developing Starmaker Villiers, 

the chronically unreliable Ariel Pixie had been and 

gone, breaking the hearts of dealers and owners in 

equal measure and the last true Ariel had left Small 

Heath. 

WHO WAS TO BLAME? 

20/20 hindsight is a precious gift and it doesn’t allow 

us to change the past, but it is still worth looking at 

the events of the period. The buck has to start and 
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Year 1959 1959 1963 1965

Bore 54 mm 54 mm 56 mm 54 mm

Stroke 54 mm 54 mm 50 mm 54 mm

Capacity 247 cc 247 cc 246 cc 247 cc

2-T oil pre mix pre-mix Autolube Posiforce

Carb(s) 1 Amal 375 1 x Mikuni 2 x Mikuni 2 x Mikuni

Gears 4 4 5 6

HP/rpm 16/6400 18/7500 24/7500 29/7500

Weight 150 kg 138 kg 145 kg 135 kg

Front brake 6" SLS 7" SLS 8" TLS 8" TLS

Wheels 16" 18" 18" 18"

1960s 2-stroke specification comparison



stop with management and Ariel’s (BSA’s?) 

management along with that of all our other 

motorcycle manufacturers, clearly didn’t rise to the 

challenges. Insular and rearward-facing, they rested 

on their laurels, treated their loyal customers with 

contempt and despite all the evidence around 

them, continued to produce models that were 

simply not as good as those of their International 

competitors. The poorly served UK customers voted 

with their wallets and they bought the bikes that 

deserved their support. UK makers saw the market 

as a UK market with some Commonwealth and US 

sales as a useful bonus. The Japanese and the 

Spanish saw it as a world market with America at its 

heart and were able to justify their investments with 

much higher sales volumes. In 1965, Yamaha sold 

35,000 YDS3s whilst Ariel sold 13,500 Arrows lifetime. 

LEADER 4 

Ariel didn’t stop having ideas and good ideas at 

that, but they seemed unable to convince the 

marketing and finance people at BSA to back them. 

Rumours of a working 350cc Arrow engine persist 

and at least 1 flat four 4-stroke shaft drive 700cc 

Leader was built, pre-dating Honda’s landmark 

Gold Wing by 12 years.  

You can see it in the flesh at the National Motorcycle 

museum. Bill Danks, who turned down an Ariel 

apprenticeship, recalls seeing the Leader 4 up close 

and personal in the 60s and it provides a fitting 

epilogue to the Ariel story ………..” I didn’t realise it 

at the time but I saw it first-hand! My dad’s cricketing 

pal, Gilbert Lee worked in the Publicity Dept. at Ariel 

and one of his responsibilities was to prepare and 

present machines to the press for road test.  

  One summer’s Friday evening Gil popped down 

the road to Northfield to inform dad he was unable 

to attend that weekend’s cricket fixtures. He’d been 

told to take away ‘The Leader’ and put as many 

miles as possible on the clock over the weekend. 

Inquisitive as ever, my dad wanted to know more 

but Gil was very guarded in his replies. Conversation 

having ended, Gil started up ‘The Leader’ and 

away he went. Dad’s response, ‘that’s not a two 

stroke twin’ it’s a multi-cylinder four stroke!’ ‘How do 

you know that’ asked a naïve William. His reply, ‘just 

listen to the exhaust note and look no tell-tale smoke 

from the exhaust’. Many years later, Gil admitted it 

was a four cylinder prototype which Ariel intended 

to leak to the motorcycling press but the proposal 

was vetoed by the mighty BSA, the money ran out 

and yet another trick was missed by BSA.”  

 

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN 

DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT. 

 

Not exactly young, but half a lifetime ago - Section 

Chairman, Geoff McGladdery trying (and failing) to 

show he knows what he is doing! Despite the shirt, 

the bike’s a twin shock 240WR Husky. 

 

MONOWHEELS 
These weird contraptions have always held a 

fascination for innovative engineers. Not sure 

whether this particular contraption was ever built, or 

the $10,000 dollar prize was ever collected, but it 

makes for a great graphic 

 
Swiss engineer Mr. Gerdes sits astride/inside his one-

wheel motorcycle – “The Motor Wheel” at Arles, 

France, in 1931. He was allegedly on a journey to 

Spain. We have no idea whether he arrived and in 

what condition. This model presented a challenge 



to the rider as when the brakes were applied 

suddenly, momentum continued to carry the rider 

around inside the hoop like demented hamster. Are 

they one wheled motorcycles? You’ll have to make 

up your own mind. 

 
If you’re bored and would like to find out lots more 

about monowheels, this splendid website is a “must” 

http://douglas-

self.com/MUSEUM/TRANSPORT/motorwhl/motorwhl.

htm 

 

We are delighted that Adventure Traveller and 

Travel Writer, Helen Lloyd, has shared her thoughts 

about her recently abandoned trip and her 

lockdown in Herefordshire.  

TRAVELS AT HOME 
I shouldn’t be here. I don’t know exactly where I 

should’ve been by now, probably somewhere in 

southern Morocco, riding my Serow over the sun-

scorched Hamada, sweating under the blistering 

heat. But that was before Covid-19. Instead, I’m 

swinging in the hammock in the garden of my Nan’s 

old Herefordshire cottage. 

Only four days into my trip. I was riding along 

northern Spain’s TET (Trans European Trail) when the 

rapidly changing new reality became impossible to 

ignore. 

As a still relatively young, fit and healthy female, I 

was not overly concerned if I picked up the virus. Life 

is a series of calculated risks. If the benefits outweigh 

the risks and severity of the consequences, I’ll simply 

go ahead. I was far more likely to come off my bike 

and get injured, not ill. But I could not take the 

chance of being a carrier and unwittingly passing 

on the virus to someone else, even though I rarely 

came into contact with people, riding remote trails 

and wild camping. 

 
So I made a U-turn in time to get a last minute 

booking for a ferry back to the UK, the day Spain 

went into full lockdown. Better to hunker down in a 

place I know. 

HALTED INDEFINITELY 

My travel plans are halted indefinitely. And I’m 

loving it. Travel is an opportunity to explore new 

places and learn new things. But often it is 

superficial, only skimming the surface. It’s far better 

to go slowly, I’ve found. Instead of the motorcycle, 

pedal, walk. Or stop. And so I am exploring this 

garden and orchard.  

The landscape changes before my eyes. As the 

season progresses, the daffodils are dying back, the 

tulips have had their heyday and now the bluebells 

are brightening the rainbow colours in the 

flowerbeds. Spring is springing forth with wild 

abandon, and I foresee a battle to tame and 

control the orchard with its long grass and unruly 

hedges. I’m torn between keeping the lawn short, 

trim and tidy as it should be and letting the daisies 

and dandelions blanket the grass like grounded 

stars shining in the sunlight. 

PLENTY OF REGULAR VISITORS 

I may not be meeting new people, but there are 

plenty of regular visitors. The robins, pair of sparrows 

and playground of tits visit the feeder every morning 

and the Dunnocks forage for the dropped seeds 

http://douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/TRANSPORT/motorwhl/motorwhl.htm
http://douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/TRANSPORT/motorwhl/motorwhl.htm
http://douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/TRANSPORT/motorwhl/motorwhl.htm


whilst I’m sipping coffee. The constant hum of bees 

is a soothing static. If I am patient, I sometimes 

glimpse the Goldcrest amongst the vines, which I 

suspect are the 

only thing 

holding up the 

log store. Four 

buzzards and 

occasionally a 

kite soar and 

circle past 

under the blue 

sky bleached by 

the midday sun. 

If I sit out long 

enough into the 

evening, I’ll hear 

the tawny owls and, if I’m lucky, see one swoop into 

the field hunting mice. Then I watch the bats, their 

silhouettes flickering and darting about the trees. 

It is a quintessential English country garden. But even 

here, the world comes to me. For the last week, 

single swallows have been arriving. They perch on 

the telegraph wire overhead, chatter and whirr a 

while then continue their long journey from wintering 

in Africa. 

RE-CYCLED OIL DRUMS 

 I wonder which route they took? Unlike when I’ve 

cycled or ridden my Serow across the continent, the 

birds are unconstrained by borders, red tape or 

roads. I wonder how many places they’ve flown 

over that I’ve seen on my travels. The swallows 

remind me of Africa. The cherry blossom tree from 

which my hammock swings, makes me think of 

Japan, a country I would love to visit.  

The fire bowl I 

light on some 

evenings is a 

Kadai made 

from recycled 

drums in 

India, where 

they are 

traditionally 

used as a 

ceremonial cooking pot. I’m thinking of getting a 

tent for the orchard, so I can camp out and have a 

taste of life on the road without going anywhere. But 

do I get a tipi, traditionally used by people on the 

North American plains, or a yurt, the favoured home 

of the semi-

nomads of 

Central Asia? I 

may not be 

able to go out 

and see the 

world, but the 

world can 

come to me. 

Whilst my feet may be planted in this garden, my 

mind is free to roam; it can never be locked down. 

Mind you, I don’t seem to have much time for day-

dreaming. Time has expanded into a huge space 

ready to be filled by any project I care to do. Learn 

horticulture, try my hand at DIY, and then there’s the 

motorbike. I was in such a rush in the run-up to 

setting off on my motorcycle trip (eventually to 

Australia), that I ran out of time to get the Serow 

running right.   

 
My original Serow that I’d ridden through Europe 

and Africa has been consigned as spare parts. I 

bought another Serow a few months ago through a 

friend in the club. To prep it, I fitted the long range 

tank and upgraded shock from my old Serow, hand 

guards, heated grips and a USB charger. Then I 

serviced it and replaced the perished rubber parts. 

When I cleaned the carb, I noticed the pilot jet was 

seized in place. In hindsight, I should have left it. But  

BROKEN HUB! 

I thought it would be simple to get drilled out, so as 

to avoid any potential problems while on the road 

later. Unfortunately, the carb body was damaged in 

the process. I fitted the carb from my old Serow 

instead, but it stuttered on full throttle. Then I 

discovered a damaged hub, broken when the bike 

shop fitted new tyres and replaced the wheel 

bearings. With only days until the start of my trip, I 

now had to rebuild the wheel using the hub from my 

old Serow. The original rims were seriously corroded, 

so I couldn’t swap the whole wheel over. (Riding 

around Iceland, across volcanic sands and through 

rivers had not been kind to that trusty bike.)  

I was out of time to sort the carb. At least the bike 

had two wheels and ran. But, now, thanks to the 

lockdown, I can resume work on the bike. By the 

time I am free to go out and explore the world that 

has come to my garden this spring, I hope to have 

a sweetly-running Serow. 

Helen Lloyd – Herefordshire April 2020 

 

MYSTERY BIKE

 
Regular contributor Tony Page is keen to find out 

what machine this is. Not much to go on, but can 

anyone help? 



Let’s not lose touch with the enormous pleasure that 

motorcycling can bring. I hope part 1 of the story of 

Mike Hunting and Linda Johnston’s journey to the Isle 

of Lewis remind us to dream of a less restricted life 

and the travel possibilities it will bring. 

 

5 WHEELS TO LEWIS (part 1) 

“We met Jennie, who runs the Scottish section of the 

Citroen Specials Club at the Coventry Motorfest 

weekend (see issue 47-4). She foolishly, offered us 

accommodation at her cottage, between 

Rannoch Moor and Glen Coe should we be passing 

at any time.  

It was another piece for the jigsaw of an idea that 

was starting to take shape.  A few months earlier I 

had read of the survival of a turntable car ferry still 

running over the narrow strait between Skye and the 

mainland, the Glenelg ferry.  

Depending on which website you look at it is the last 

of its type working in the UK, Europe, or the World. 

Whatever the case, I hadn't been on a turntable 

ferry since the first Severn bridge opened, so it had 

to go on the bucket list!  

We have two Lomax Citroens, but we don't have 

room at home for both cars so they live in storage at 

Bodenham along with Linda’s  Motor Home, her 

other three wheeler, a Grinnall Scorpion (possibly for 

sale shortly), a couple of trailers, and the majority of 

our motorcycles. Oh, and recently a series IIA Land 

Rover – also possibly for sale shortly! We got chatting 

to a few friends who also have kit cars there and an 

evening run out with the cars was suggested, but 

Linda had bigger ideas by now. "Actually I fancy 

taking the Lomax to Lewis" she announced. "Where's 

that?" they asked. Once they found out that it was 

an island off northwest Scotland they enquired 

whether she would tow it there behind the motor 

home. "No, I'm going to drive it there" she 

announced to dropped jaws. So that was it, the final 

piece of the jigsaw. A check on weather forecasts 

revealed that yet another storm was due to travel 

up the country within a few days but that if we set 

out by Sunday and kept heading north we should 

keep ahead of it for a few days.  

TWINS – BUT NOT THOSE KIND OF TWINS 

Thus on the Sunday morning, less than a week after 

getting back from Coventry, we were setting out 

from Bodenham with camping gear reloaded. I had 

considered taking my Lomax too, but in the end, I 

opted for my BMW R1150GS Adventure of 2004 

vintage (sorry, I know it's not yet a VMCC qualifier, 

but it's made for touring and is happy and 

comfortable pottering along behind a Lomax). At 

least we both had air cooled horizontal twins, even 

if the GS is nearly twice the capacity. We all know 

that the journey is more important than the 

destination, so although the Island of Harris and 

Lewis (actually all one island) was as far north as we 

intended to go, we were going to use a circuitous 

route taking in some decent scenery and roads that 

we'd ridden in the past, on motorbikes and cycles. 

We expected to take a few days and were booking 

or finding accommodation as we went along. The 

camping gear was for Lewis and backup if nothing 

else could be found.  

TOO FAST FOR THE FASTENINGS! 

Our usual route north is via the A49, M56, and M6. 

Motorways are not the best for touring, especially in 

a Lomax,  but since we were intending to turn off 

near Preston after just 30 miles, it seemed 

acceptable. Linda had closed the passenger side of 

the cockpit tonneau cover near Shrewsbury 

because of a torrential shower of rain, but 

unfortunately the fastenings proved insufficient at 

motorway speed and we had to stop and fold it 

back at Charnock Richard services to give her two 

free hands for driving! Shortly after that we were 

turning onto the A59 for Skipton, a pleasant way to 

the Yorkshire Dales with the scenery improving all the 

way, passing by Pendle Hill and showing great 

promise by Skipton.  

GOD’S OWN COUNTRY 

From there we headed north up Wharfedale on the 

B6160, via Kilnsey with its impressive overhanging 

Crag. Soon the delightfully named Starbottom  was 

followed by the climb above Cray with its roadside 

waterfalls, before dropping down Bishopdale to 

enter Wensleydale at Aysgarth Falls, all very scenic 

and on much better roads than earlier in the day.

We had booked a B&B at Bainbridge about 5 miles 

further up the Dale and the A684 got us there 

quickly. It was an excellent place in a converted 

riverside mill and a couple of pints and evening 

meal in the pub finished off an increasingly 

enjoyable first day. The tour had begun!” 

 

  Updates and other stuff can 

befound on our Facebook page – VMCC 

Herefordshire section. Feel free to add your views. 


